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Is Jesus the real name of Messiah? 

The name Jesus IS NOT A HEBREW NAME. lt is of Latin in the original form of Iesus. 

Iesus is adapted from the Greek, which is the masculine form of the GREEK GODDESS of HEALING, who was also known as leso. 

"This Jesus is none other that leso or lesus whom they call Christ in the Greek was also related to the "SUN-GOD" Apollo. 

It was the same Constantine that DEMANDED from the newly formed Roman Catholic Church to CHANGE the SEVENTH DAY
SABBATH WORSHIP to SUNDAY WORSHIP for Christians. 

Therefore; The name lesous (Jesus), was derived from leso, that can be traced back to a "SUN GOD" worship. 

Also, the sons of Zeus (the SKY GOD) had variations of that name-Iasus, Iasion, Iasius 

Just as laso, leso, lesous are derived from the Greek word for the healing "iasis", we find Isis (Esi) and her son Horus (HER) were
regarded as healing dieties also. 

The abbreviated form of lesous is les or I-H-S (In Greek the capital e is H). 

MANY DICTIONARIES ADMIT that I-H-S is the abbreviation for Ihsous (iesous). 

In the Name of the Father, And of the Son, And of the Holy Spirit. Ted Allen Clark

The second factor was the strong anti-Judaism feeling that prevailed amongst the Gentiles. They wanted a saviour, but not a Jewish
one.

According to Wôrterbuch der Antike, the substitute name can be traced back to the Latin lesus and the Greek lesous. 

Then, it can be traced back to an adaptation of the name of the Greek healing goddess leso. The Greek-English Lexicon Of Liddell
and Scott, confirm this. 

To Greeks who venerated a healing goddess leso, a saviour lesous must have been most acceptable, suggests a writer in Philologische
Wochenschrift.

The father Of the Greek goddess leso was Asclepius, the deity Of healing. The father Of Asclepius was Apollo, the great sun-deity. 

Thus, the name lesous can be traced back to sun-worship. There is also a relationship to the Egyptian goddess Isis and her son Isu. 

According to Reallexikon der Agpyptischen Religionsgeschichte, the name of Isis appears in hieroglyphic inscriptions as ESLI or ES. 

Isu and Esu sound exactly like "Jesu" that the Saviour is called in the translated Scriptures Of many languages. 

Esus was a Gallic deity comparable to the Scandanavian Odin.

The Greek abbreviation for Iesous is IHS, which is found on many inscriptions made by the Church during the middle Ages. IHS was
the mystery name of Bacchus (Tammuz), another sun-deity. 

source: Yasha Ahayah Bible Scriptures (YABS) Study Bible
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Tammuz was the returning SUN god and his symbol was a fish. The birth ofthe returning SUN god is December the 25th. He was
worshiped on the first day, "Sunday", of each week. 

The early Catholics translated Greek lesous to Latin Je-Zeus then shorten it to Jesus. Tammuz is the sun god of the land of Chaldea. 

"America" Because I Have Loved You, I Have Made You Rich!: The Inevitable. Efren M. Gamboa

Temple of Isis was in Rome, where early Christian's worshipped Serapis. Isis's son's name was Isu. Isis was written by hieroglyphs
with 'ESU' or 'ES'. 

This Isu or Esu is pronounced as lesu or Jesu, so Jesus Chrestus's first name may be from the sect of Isis under his leadership. 

Name of Jesus was originally written as ISUS. In Nicaeanian reforms old form, Isus, was forbidden and Jesus was taken in use for the
liturgy as in Greek translations. 

Before that the Eastern Church had used Isus as name of Jesus and this form was especially used by the Old Believers.

Isus was mixed continously with Isis in old texts, so probably that is why name got changed into Greek form as Jesus. 

The English Version of Jesus Chrestus
Sirpa Montonen

Now, if we remember, firstly, that the names of IESUS in their different forms, such as Iasius, Iasion, Jason and Iasus, were very
common in ancient Greece,

especially among the descendants of Jasius (the Jasides), as also the number of the "sons of laso," the Mystoi and future Epoptai
(Initiates), 

The secret doctrine teaches that the first two words [IESOUS CHREISTOS] mean simply "son of laso, a Chrestos," or servant of the
oracular God. 

Indeed IASO is in the Ionic dialect IESO and the expression Iesous — in its archaic form, [IESOUS] — simply means "the son of
Iaso or Ieso, the "healer," i.e., [ho Iesous].

Madam Blavatsky


